Product information - Map integration with PTV xServer
Simplify and support your vehicle dispatching with xServer map integration
Combine a visual representation with detailed order information. With the xServer technology you view
trips and current vehicle locations on the map, calculate kilometres and toll fares or make quick cost
estimates. And there is much more. The integration of the PTV xServer into TransportMaster adds great
functionality to this TMS.

The xServer modular system consists of 3 modules. They offer a wide range of
possibilities that customize to your needs.
xMap base module
With xMap base module you can calculate expected kilometres and toll fares for
scheduled routes. If you have registered the cost price for your vehicles,
dispatchers can make a cost estimate and determine whether or not the trip is
profitable.

Features
√ kilometres and toll fare
calculation

This module also enables you to verify addresses during their registration and to
show loading and unloading addresses on the map. A visual representation of
the scheduled trip makes it easier to monitor it, make adjustments if necessary
and prevent mistakes.

√ quick cost estimates

xRoute planner
The xRoute planner calculates the route between two or more locations.
Duration, kilometres and toll fares are shown, broken-down into countries. The
cost of an order is quickly calculated. You can use the loading and unloading
addresses you have previously registered in TransportMaster. Route planning
can be based on departure times or desired arrival times. The calculated routes
can be saved for later use.

√ find backhaul loads
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√ view vehicles on the map
√ route planning
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xMap planner
With filters you determine which orders are displayed on the map. From
these orders, you can directly create a trip. You can choose to show only
the loading and unloading addresses or the entire trip.

When selecting orders on the map, totals of loading meters or packages
are shown. This information helps dispatchers schedule trips and connect
them to a vehicle.
If an on-board computer is used, it is possible to show current locations
of vehicles on the map. It’s simple to add orders to be scheduled. Or,
show addresses of your relations near the last unloading address. This
can help the dispatcher to find backhaul loads.
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Adding xServer to TransportMaster offers a visual representation and
detailed order information. This powerful combination supports
dispatchers who want to optimize their schedules.
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Don’t hesitate to contact us for more information or to request a
demo.
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